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Abstract—We investigate the performance of a downlink wireless
system with a multiantenna base station under the effect of limited
channel feedback. In order to inactivate transmit antennas with
poor channel quality and, thus, reduce the feedback overhead, a
channel gain threshold-based multiantenna selection (CGT-MAS)
scheme is proposed without optimization (NOCGT-MAS) and the
corresponding single-antenna scheme (NOCGT-SAS) is considered
as a baseline. Considering that the number of selected antennas
affects both data transmission rate and the feedback overhead,
an effective throughput defined as the difference between the data
transmission rate and feedback rate is employed for evaluating the
system performance. We conduct an effective throughput analysis
for both the NOCGT-SAS and NOCGT-MAS schemes and show
that an optimal channel gain threshold exists to maximize the
effective throughput of the proposed NOCGT-MAS scheme. As
a consequence, we propose the optimal instantaneous CGT-MAS
algorithm (OICGT-MAS) to maximize the instantaneous effective
throughput. Besides, we derive a closed-form expression of an av-
erage effective throughput for the CGT-MAS scheme and propose
an optimal average channel gain threshold-based multiantenna
selection algorithm (OACGT-MAS) for maximizing the derived
average effective throughput. Numerical results demonstrate that
the effective throughput of the proposed NOCGT-MAS is substan-
tially better than that of conventional NOCGT-SAS. Moreover,
although the OICGT-MAS scheme has a slight advantage over
OACGT-MAS in terms of the effective throughput, it has a much
higher computational complexity than the latter method.

Index Terms—Adaptive transmit antenna selection, channel
gain threshold, channel quantization, effective throughput, limited
feedback.

I. INTRODUCTION

A IMING at improving the communication quality, and ex-
panding the channel capacity without increasing the spec-

trum resources and the transmit power, multiantenna has been
widely discussed and concerned in recent years [1]–[4]. Due to
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the higher array gain and diversity gain comparing with single-
antenna system [5], the application of multiantenna technology
can achieve better system performance for many different types
of wireless communication systems, such as cellular networks
[6], multirelay networks [7]–[9], cognitive wireless networks
[10], [11], as well as heterogeneous networks [12]. As a hot topic,
multiantenna technology realizes the substantial enhancement
of the wireless communication performance. However, it also
has many defects at the same time, since that the feedback
circuit loss, power consumption, and hardware cost all have
greatly increased as the number of antenna channels increases
in multiple antenna technology, causing the improvement of
system energy consumption and further reducing the system
effective transmission performance.

A. Prior Work

To reduce the system complexity and the hardware costs of
multiantenna system, transmit antenna selection (TAS) scheme
has been widely concerned [13]–[21], where only partial an-
tennas are selected through various selection criteria to be
active in transmitting signals. Besides the TAS based on se-
lection combining (TAS/SC) scheme [13] and TAS scheme
with maximal ratio combining (TAS/MRC) [14], [15] at the
receiver, a generalized selection combining scheme for TAS
(TAS/GSC) [16] is proposed, which not only can reduce the
complexity compared with TAS/SC but also can improve the
performance compared with TAS/MRC. Further, TAS with
switch-and-examine combining (TAS/SEC) [17] and SEC with
post-selection (TAS/SECPS) [18] are proposed to reduce the
complexity for small mobile units. To improve the performance
of TAS/GSC scheme, the TAS/GSC with optimal threshold
(TAS/OT-GSC) is proposed in [19], which can achieve similar
symbol error rate (SER) performance with less number of chan-
nel estimation as compared with the TAS/GSC by optimizing the
predetermined signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold. Addition-
ally, there are some other TAS schemes. A new threshold-based
selection scheme is proposed in [20] to decrease the system
complexity according to the Markov chain theory. The research
develops an optimal TAS rule in [21] for minimizing the average
symbol error probability of a cognitive relay network.

On the other hand, considering that the quantized channel
state information (CSI) is accord with the reality of the limited
resources, many researchers concentrate on the enhancement
of the system performance with limited feedback [22]–[27].
Zhang and Cheng [22] maximize the capacity by setting an
optimal power gain threshold for a cooperative relay system with
limited feedback. The system performance metrics, including
outage probability and so on, of three different TAS schemes
are studied in [23] with limited feedback. In order to maximize
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the net spectral efficiency, a tight lower bound on the optimum
number of feedback bits for a downlink multiantenna cellular
network is found in [24]. A close estimate of the optimal number
of feedback bits is proposed in [25] for a multiantenna cellular
network with limited feedback. Considering the effect of limited
feedback frame work, the design, performance analysis, and
optimization of a nonorthogonal multiple access multiantenna
system are provided in [26]. Two novel reduced feedback rate
TAS schemes for the multiple-input single-output (MISO) sys-
tems are proposed and analyzed in [27].

B. Motivation

To the best of our knowledge, there are rarely prior researches
on the effects of the multiantenna selection (MAS) scheme
considering limited feedback on the effective throughput, which
is defined to take both data transmission rate and feedback
overhead into account. Most current research efforts of TAS
scheme are devoted to single-antenna selection, where only one
optimal transmit is employed for signal transmission [13]–[21],
[23]. Nevertheless, there are some studies that concentrate on
multiple TAS scheme [22] and [28]. However, these studies lack
the consideration of the adverse effect of the feedback overhead.
Besides, the schemes proposed in [24], [25], and our previous
work [1], [29], take the adverse effect of channel quantization
error into consideration, but are lack of the employment of TAS
scheme. Both TAS scheme and feedback overhead are taken
into account in [27], but the TAS scheme only optimized with
fixed number of active antennas without adaptation. Motivated
by these, we investigate the performance of a wireless system
consisting of a multiantenna base station and a single-antenna
user based on the channel gain threshold-based multiantenna
selection (CGT-MAS) scheme in face of limited feedback in
this article, taking both MAS scheme and limited feedback into
consideration.

C. Our Contributions

Our main contributions are listed as follows.
1) We propose a CGT-MAS scheme without optimization

(NOCGT-MAS) for our multiantenna network, where par-
tial transmit antennas with good quality can be employed
by setting the channel gain threshold, to mitigate the
adverse impacts of limited feedback since that the number
of selected antennas affects not only the data transmission
rate but also the feedback rate. Meanwhile, the corre-
sponding single-antenna selection (NOCGT-SAS) scheme
is considered as a baseline, where only the optimal antenna
with the largest channel gain exceeding the threshold can
be employed for transmission.

2) In order to evaluate the system transmission performance,
we define the effective throughput as the difference be-
tween the data transmission rate and the feedback rate, tak-
ing both transmission and feedback into consideration. We
present an effective throughput analysis for both NOCGT-
SAS and NOCGT-MAS schemes, showing that there ex-
ists an optimal channel gain threshold which can maxi-
mize the effective throughput of proposed NOCGT-MAS
scheme. Numerical results demonstrate that the effective
throughput performance of our proposed NOCGT-MAS
is better than that of conventional NOCGT-SAS.

3) We construct the optimization problem of the channel
gain threshold. We propose the optimal instantaneous
CGT-MAS (OICGT-MAS) iterative algorithm for the sake
of maximizing the instantaneous effective throughput. We
derive a closed-form expression of an average effective
throughput for the CGT-MAS scheme and propose an
optimal average CGT-MAS (OACGT-MAS) algorithm
for maximizing the derived average effective through-
put. Simulation results indicate that, in terms of effective
throughput, the OICGT-MAS outperforms the OACGT-
MAS at the cost of computational complexity.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we illustrate the system model. In Section III, we describe
the system effective transmission performance through effective
throughput for both NOCGT-SAS scheme and NOCGT-MAS
scheme. In Section IV, we construct the optimization problem
for NOCGT-MAS scheme, provide the derivation of the closed-
form average effective throughput expression, and propose two
iterative algorithms called OICGT-MAS and OACGT-MAS as
the solutions. Section V presents numerical results and discus-
sion about the effective throughput. The conclusion is driven in
Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this article, we consider a basic downlink MISO wireless
system containing a base station as the source equipped with M
(M ≥ 2) antennas, and a single-antenna user as the destination.
Such kind of system can be widely applied to other scenarios, in-
cluding heterogeneous cellular networks and UAV communica-
tion systems, since that either multiple centralized or distributed
antennas can be employed for improving system performance.
Multiple user scheduling scheme for a downlink multi-antenna
network will be investigated for our future work. Assuming
that the CSI is available at the destination, while the source
acquires CSI by limited feedback, the channel coefficients at the
source are quantized values denoted by ĥid (i = 1, 2,. . ., M ),
where i represents the index of the ith antenna Ai at the source.
It is worth noting that the research in this article focuses on
the impact of limited feedback on system performance without
considering channel estimation errors, but similar conclusions
will be obtained when the estimation error is considered, which
is also left for our future work. Consequently, the real channel
coefficients can be rewritten as

hid = ĥid − hie (1)

wherehid represents the real Rayleigh fading channel coefficient
from the ith antenna at the source to the destination, with zero
mean and variance σ2

id, and hie is the quantization error of ith
channel coefficient, modeled as the complex Gaussian random
variables (RVs) with zero mean. Moreover, both hid and hie for
different antennas are independent distributed.

Next, the equal probability quantization (EPQ) method is
employed for quantizing both the real and imaginary parts
of channel coefficients, where the total probability is equally
divided into Nq = 2Nc/2 quantization steps, since total quan-
tization bits for one channel Nc are allocated equally to the
real and imaginary parts. As shown in [1] and [29], the lth
quantization level dl can be expressed as

dl =
σid√
2
Q−1

(
1− l

Nq

)
, l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Nq} (2)
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where

Q(x) =

∫ ∞

x

1√
2π

exp

(
−1

2
t2
)
dt (3)

Q−1(x) represents an inverse function of Q(x). Meanwhile, the
lth quantized value ql can be expressed as

ql =
σid√
2
Q−1

(
1− 2l − 1

Nq

)
, l ∈ {1, . . . , Nq} (4)

and the variance of hie is given by σ2
ie = 2

∑Nq

l=1 Φl, where

Φl =

(
σ2
id

2
+ q2l

)
[Q

(√
2dl−1

σid

)
−Q

(√
2dl
σid

)
]

+
σ

2
√
π
[(2ql − dl) exp

(
− d2l
σ2
id

)

− (2ql − dl−1) exp

(
−
d2l−1

σ2
id

)
]. (5)

The derivations of (2), (4), and (5) are shown in Appendix A.
It should be pointed out that the emphasis in this work

is the system performance enhancement of our proposed
NOCGT-MAS scheme compared with conventional NOCGT-
SAS scheme. Hence, the random vector quantization (RVQ) and
other quantization methods can also be used in our proposed
NOCGT-MAS scheme. In order to show that different quan-
tization methods do not affect the advantage of our proposed
NOCGT-MAS scheme, the results of RVQ-based NOCGT-MAS
and NOCGT-SAS schemes will be given in Section III. The
simpler implementation of EPQ method accounts for the re-
placement of RVQ. We only need to feedback the quantized
value in EPQ, while many different predesigned codebooks
have to be synchronized between the source and destination in
RVQ method since that the predesigned codebook for different
number of selected antennas is different.

We set a threshold α (α ≥ 0) to select antennas employed
for transmitting signal, while the antennas whose channel gain
|hid|2 fail to exceed α are inactivated. Hence, only the CSI from
those selected channels can be quantized and fed back to source,
which further decreases the feedback overhead related to the
number of active antennas at source.

For the reader convenience, let T represent the transmission
set of antennas that can be used to transmit signal xs. Then, |T |
(0 ≤ |T | ≤ M ) antennas at T , which satisfy the criterion of RVs
|hid|2, can be employed for transmitting the same signal xs with
total transmit power Ps to the destination, where |T | represents
the cardinality of the set T , E(|xs|2) = Ps and E(·) denotes the
statistical average operator. Based on the description above, the
criterion can be expressed as

|hid|2 > α,Ai ∈ T . (6)

Given M antennas at source, there are 2M possible subsets
T , then the sample space of T can be formulated as

Ω = {φ, T1, T2, . . . , Tn, . . . , T2M−1} (7)

where φ represents the empty set and Tn represents the nth
nonempty transmission subset of |Tn| antennas. If the set T is
empty, which means that no RV |hid|2 exceeds the threshold, no
antenna is employed for transmitting the signal xs in this case.
If the set T is nonempty, there will be some antenna channels

that can be used to transmit signal xs from the source to the
destination.

III. EFFECTIVE THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the effective throughput per-
formance for both NOCGT-SAS scheme and NOCGT-MAS
scheme over Rayleigh fading channels.

A. Conventional NOCGT-SAS Scheme

In this subsection, we concentrate on the signal transmission
model for the NOCGT-SAS scheme. For NOCGT-SAS scheme,
only the optimal antenna with maximal real channel gain will
have the chance to transmit signal. Accordingly, the optimal
antenna selection criterion can be written as

hsd = arg max
1≤i≤M

|hid|2 (8)

where hsd represents real channel coefficient of the optimal
transmit antenna.

It is assumed that the optimal antenna will be selected when its
channel gain exceeds the threshold, and the index of the selected
antenna will be fed back to the source. Otherwise, no antenna is
employed and no CSI is fed back.

Consequently, the received signal at the destination can be
given by

ySAS
d =

{
hsdxs + nd, |hsd|2 > α

nd, |hsd|2 ≤ α
(9)

where nd is the zero-mean complex additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) with the variance N0.

To the end, the data transmission rate of the CGT-SAS scheme
can be written as

CSAS
d =

{
Bclog2

(
1 + γs|hsd|2

)
, |hsd|2 > α

0, |hsd|2 ≤ α
(10)

where Bc is the bandwidth, and γs =
Ps

N0
represents the SNR.

Despite that the quantized CSI does not need to be used in
the precoding design at source in NOCGT-SAS scheme, there
still needs log2(M) bits to feed back the index of the selected
antenna to the source to indicate which antenna is employed for
transmission, since there are M antennas at source. Meanwhile,
if no antenna is selected, there is no feedback. Hence, learning
from Refs. [1] and [24], the feedback rate can be presented as

CSAS
F =

{
log2 M

Tc
, |hsd|2 > α

0, |hsd|2 ≤ α
(11)

where Tc represents the coherence time.
Combining (10) and (11), we can express the effective

throughput of NOCGT-SAS scheme according to (32) from our
previous work [1] as

CSAS
T = CSAS

d − CSAS
F

=

{
Bclog2

(
1+γs|hsd|2

)
− log2 M

Tc
, |hsd|2>α

0, |hsd|2≤α.
(12)

B. Proposed NOCGT-MAS Scheme

In this subsection, we describe the signal transmission of the
NOCGT-MAS scheme, where antennas in the transmit set T
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are all employed for transmitting signal from the source to the
destination.

According to the description in Section II, when T = φ, there
is no antenna to be used for transmitting signal. When |Tn| = 1,
the received signal at destination is similar as that of NOCGT-
SAS scheme. When |Tn| > 1, there exists more than one antenna
to be employed for transmission. Hence, the quantized CSI needs
to be fed back to the source for precoding design. Denote w =
[w1, w2, . . . , w|Tn|]

T as the normalized precoding vector, where∑|Tn|
i=1 |wi|2 = 1. Thus, the signal received by the destination can

be expressed as

yMAS
d =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
∑

Ai∈Tn
wihidxs + nd, |Tn| > 1

hsdxs + nd, |Tn| = 1

nd, T = φ.

(13)

Substituting (1) into (13) yields

yMAS
d =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
∑

Ai∈Tn
wi(ĥid − hie)xs + nd, |Tn| > 1

hsdxs + nd, |Tn| = 1

nd, T = φ.

(14)

From a worst perspective of design, we could treat the quan-
tization interference as Gaussian-distributed RVs. Nevertheless,
it is of great interest to explore how to intelligently utilize
the well-known CSI at destination to reduce the quantization
interference for our future work. Thus, data transmission rate of
the NOCGT-MAS scheme is given by

CMAS
d =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
Bclog2

(
1 +

γs|
∑

Ai∈Tn
wiĥid|2

Emd+1

)
, |Tn| > 1

Bclog2
(
1 + γs|hsd|2

)
, |Tn| = 1

0, T = φ

(15)

where Emd is the expectation of an unknown quantization er-
ror vector. Denote he = [h1e, h2e, . . . , h|Tn|e]

T as the unknown
quantization error vector. We can represent Emd from (15) as

Emd = E(γs|
∑
Ai∈Tn

wihie|2)

= γsE(wHh∗
eh

T
e w)

= γs
∑

Ai∈Tn

|wi|2σ2
ie. (16)

According to (22) from [30], the optimal wi of maximal ratio

transmission is given by wopt
i =

ĥ∗
id√∑

Ai∈Tn |ĥid|2
.

Substituting wopt
i into (16), the expectation of the unknown

quantization error vector is changed into

Emd = γs

∑
Ai∈Tn

|ĥid|2σ2
ie∑

Ai∈Tn
|ĥid|2

(17)

and the data transmission rate from (15) is turned into

CMAS
d =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
Bclog2

(
1 +

γs

∑
Ai∈Tn

|ĥid|2

Emd+1

)
, |Tn| > 1

Bclog2
(
1 + γs|hsd|2

)
, |Tn| = 1

0, T = φ.

(18)

As for the feedback model of NOCGT-MAS scheme, there
are three cases mentioned as follows. i) When T = φ, no CSI
needs to be fed back. ii) When |Tn| = 1, the feedback needs
1 bit to inform the source that only one antenna is selected.
In this case, there are M possible transmission subsets and
no CSI needs to be quantized. Therefore, the total number of
feedback bits is log2 M + 1. iii) When |Tn| > 1, the feedback
also needs 1 bit to inform the case that more than one an-
tenna are selected. In this case, there are 2M − 1−M possible
transmission subsets. Meanwhile, |Tn|Nc bits are needed to
quantize CSI for the precoding design, where Nc represents the
number of quantization bits per channel. Consequently, a total
of |Tn|Nc + log2(2

M − 1−M) + 1 bits are required for the
feedback. Then, the feedback rate of NOCGT-MAS scheme can
be written as

CMAS
F =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

|Tn|Nc+log2(2
M−1−M)+1

Tc
, |Tn| > 1

log2 M+1
Tc

, |Tn| = 1

0, T = φ.

(19)

Accordingly, the effective throughput of NOCGT-MAS
scheme can be presented as (20) shown at bottom of the page.

It can be observed from (20) that, when γs is in a high region,
the effective throughput in case |Tn| > 1 can reach an asymptotic
floor, which can be further expressed as

CMAS
T (|Tn| > 1) = Bclog2

⎡
⎢⎣1 +

(
∑

Ai∈Tn
|ĥid|2)2∑

Ai∈Tn
|ĥid|2σ2

ie

⎤
⎥⎦

− |Tn|Nc + log2(2
M − 1−M) + 1

Tc
. (21)

By employing (21), we provide the results of asymptotic simu-
lation in Fig. 5 to show the asymptotic floor of NOCGT-MAS
scheme with high SNR.

For the purpose of illustrating that different quantization
methods do not have much effect on the trends of the effective

CMAS
T = CMAS

d − CMAS
F =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Bclog2

(
1 +

γs

∑
Ai∈Tn

|ĥid|2

Emd+1

)
− |Tn|Nc+log2(2

M−1−M)+1
Tc

, |Tn| > 1

Bclog2
(
1 + γs|hsd|2

)
− log2 M+1

Tc
, |Tn| = 1

0, T = φ

(20)
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Fig. 1. Average effective throughput versus channel gain threshold α of
NOCGT-MAS and NOCGT-SAS schemes for the RVQ and EPQ quantization
methods, with the bandwidth Bc = 70 kHz, the coherence time Tc = 1 ms,
the number of total transmit antennas M = 4, the number of feedback bits per
channel Nc = 6, the SNR γs = 2 dB, and the channel gain σ2

id = 1.

Fig. 2. Average effective throughput versus SNR of the NOCGT-MAS
scheme, two existing TAS schemes in [27] and CQE-MAP scheme in [1] with the
bandwidth Bc = 100 kHz, the coherence time Tc = 1 ms, the number of total
transmit antennas M = 16, the number of feedback bits per channel Nc = 16,
and the channel gain σ2

id = 1.

throughput for both NOCGT-MAS scheme and NOCGT-SAS
scheme, we provide the simulation results for both RVQ and
EPQ methods in Fig. 1. It can be observed that the average
effective throughput of the NOCGT-SAS for both RVQ and
EPQ methods is the same since that the NOCGT-SAS scheme
does not need the quantized CSI. Besides, the trends of ef-
fective throughput curves of NOCGT-MAS scheme for both
RVQ and EPQ methods are the same. Specifically, as α in-
creases, effective throughput curves of RVQ- and EPQ-based
NOCGT-MAS schemes both increase first and then decrease.
This is because that the fading speed of data transmission rate
gradually changes from lower to higher than that of feedback

Fig. 3. Average effective throughput versus the number of iterations of
OACGT-MAS with the bandwidth Bc = 120 MHz, the coherence time
Tc = 1 ms, the number of total transmit antennas M = 16, the number of
feedback bits per channel Nc = 24, the SNR γs = −40 dB, and the channel
gain σ2

id = 1.

Fig. 4. Average effective throughput versus channel gain threshold α of
NOCGT-MAS and NOCGT-SAS schemes for different number of total transmit
antennas M with the bandwidth Bc = 100 kHz, the number of quantization
bits per channel Nc = 16, the SNR γs = 10 dB, and the channel gain σ2

id = 1.

overhead as α increases. Accordingly, there exists an opti-
mal effective throughput of NOCGT-MAS scheme. The de-
tailed introduction to the optimization problem will be given in
Section IV. Moreover, it also can be observed that the per-
formance of NOCGT-MAS scheme is better than or the same
as that of NOCGT-SAS scheme in most cases, showing the
advantage of NOCGT-MAS scheme. However, sometimes the
performance of NOCGT-MAS scheme is slightly worse than that
of NOCGT-SAS scheme with EPQ methods. This is because
that, when the number of active antennas in NOCGT-MAS
scheme is not much more than that in NOCGT-SAS scheme, the
existence of quantization error makes the advantage of transmis-
sion rate slightly lower than the disadvantage of feedback rate
of NOCGT-MAS over NOCGT-SAS, resulting in the slightly
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Fig. 5. Average effective throughput versus SNR γs of NOCGT-MAS and
NOCGT-SAS schemes for different channel gain thresholdαwith the bandwidth
Bc = 100 kHz, the number of total transmit antennas M = 16, the number of
quantization bits per channel Nc = 16, and the channel gain σ2

id = 1.

worse performance. When Nc is a sufficiently large value, our
proposed NOCGT-MAS scheme can always achieve a better
performance than NOCGT-SAS scheme with EPQ methods,
which is shown in Fig. 4 in Section V.

In order to further show the advantage of our proposed
NOCGT-MAS scheme, we provide the simulation results of our
proposed NOCGT-MAS scheme, two existing TAS schemes in
[27] where the antennas are selected by different manners, and
the channel quantization errors-oriented multiantenna precoding
(CQE-MAP) scheme proposed in our previous work [1] without
TAS. Fig. 2 illustrates the average effective throughput versus
SNR of the NOCGT-MAS scheme with α = 1, two existing
TAS schemes in [27], and CQE-MAP scheme in [1]. It can be
observed from Fig. 2 that, our proposed NOCGT-MAS scheme
performs best, two existing TAS schemes perform similar, and
CQE-MAP scheme without TAS performs worst, further con-
firming the advantage of our proposed scheme. Besides, it also
can be seen from Fig. 2 that, with the growth of SNR, the average
effective throughput of these four schemes all converge to their
respective floors, due to the interference caused by channel
quantization.

IV. EFFECTIVE THROUGHPUT MAXIMIZATION

In this section, we concentrate on the maximization of the
effective throughput for NOCGT-MAS scheme and provide two
iterative algorithms as the solutions.

For simplicity, similar to [30], we assume that the RVs hid are
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), which means that
they have the same variance denoted byσ2

d . We also can conclude
that when the RVs hie are i.i.d., they have the same variance
represented by σ2

e . To this end, the expectation of the unknown
quantization error vector given by (17) in NOCGT-MAS scheme
can be simplified as

Emd = γsσ
2
e . (22)

Then, substituting (22) into (18), the CMAS
d can be further

expressed as

CMAS
d =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
Bclog2

(
1 +

γs

∑
Ai∈Tn

|ĥid|2

γsσ2
e+1

)
, |Tn| > 1

Bclog2
(
1 + γs|hsd|2

)
, |Tn| = 1

0, T = φ.

(23)

Considering that number of selected antennas |Tn| in
NOCGT-MAS scheme decreases as the channel gain threshold
increases, it can be seen from (19) and (23) that, both the data
transmission rate and feedback rate decrease with the increase
of the channel gain threshold. However, the fading speed of
feedback rate is much higher than that of data transmission rate
when the threshold is sufficiently low, which makes the effective
throughput raises first. With the improvement of channel gain
threshold, the descent speed of data transmission rate gradually
exceeds that of feedback rate, resulting in the decrease in the
effective throughput. Finally, when the threshold is sufficiently
high, no antenna can be selected for transmission and the effec-
tive throughput decreases to zero. The conclusions mentioned
above are similar as the results given in Fig. 1, showing the
existence of an optimal effective throughput of NOCGT-MAS
scheme. To solve this optimization problem, we propose two
algorithms named OICGT-MAS and OACGT-MAS.

A. An Optimal Instantaneous CGT-MAS Iterative Algorithm

In this subsection, we focus on the maximization of the
instantaneous effective throughput of NOCGT-MAS scheme in
a single time slot.

Based on the description above, the optimization problem can
be formulated as

max
Ik
j

CMAS,k
T

s.t.
∣∣hk

id

∣∣2 > α,Ak
i ∈ T k

n∣∣hk
id

∣∣2 ≤ α,Ak
i ∈ T̄ k

n

α ≥ 0

α ∈ Ikj , j = 1, 2, . . . ,M + 1 (24)

where k represents the kth time slot and Ikj represents the jth
channel gain interval.

It can be observed from (24) that the optimization problem is
nonlinear and complex. According to (23), we can conclude that
the instantaneous effective throughput optimization objective is
a piecewise function which is complex. Meanwhile, considering
that the optimization variable Ikj is not directly reflected in the
mathematical expression of the optimization objective in (24),
the change of the Ikj impacts the number of selected antennas,
and thus indirectly affects the effective throughput, making it a
nonlinear optimization problem without a closed-form solution.
However, the optimal interval can be located by numerical com-
puter simulations. Consequently, we propose the OICGT-MAS
iterative algorithm shown in Algorithm 1, where the optimal
threshold interval can be found by numerical computer simula-
tions. To be specific, Algorithm 1 first selects all the antennas
with channel gain not less than the zth largest channel gain
for transmission. Noting that z = 1, . . . ,M , we can obtain M
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Algorithm 1: Optimal ICGT-MAS Iterative Algorithm.

1: Initialization: T k
n = φ, gk0 = 0, gkM+1 = ∞, and

gki = |hk
id|2.

2: Sort gki by size into gk = {gk0 , . . . , gkj , . . . , gkM+1},
gkj−1 ≤ gkj , j = 1, . . . ,M + 1.

3: Set Ikj = [gkj−1, g
k
j ) as the jth interval.

4: for:j = 1 : M + 1, do
5: Select antenna Ak

i using |hk
id|2 > gkj , A

k
i ∈ T k

n .
6: Update T k

n .
7: Quantize hk

id, Ak
i ∈ T k

n .
8: Compute CMAS,k

T,j .
9: end

10: Output: Ikopt = argmaxIk
j
CMAS,k

T,j and

CMAS,k
T,max = maxCMAS,k

T,j .

antenna selection results, and then calculate M different effec-
tive throughput values, of which the largest one is the optimal
value of Algorithm 1. The corresponding left-end point of the
optimal channel gain threshold interval is the maximal channel
gain among unselected antennas, and the right-end point is the
minimal channel gain among selected antennas. Considering
that the OICGT-MAS iterative algorithm is a kind of exhaustive
search method, its output can be considered as the optimal one.

B. An Optimal Average CGT-MAS Iterative Algorithm

In this subsection, we focus on the maximization of the
average effective throughput of NOCGT-MAS scheme.

When Nc is very big, the quantization error σ2
e is negligible.

At this time, for the case |Tn| > 1, we can conclude that the data
transmission rate can be further expressed as

CMAS
d (|Tn| > 1) = Bclog2

(
1 + γs

∑
Ai∈Tn

|hid|2
)
. (25)

Combining (25) and (21), we can yield

E(CMAS
T ) =

M∑
m=1

Pr (|Tn| = m)E[CMAS
T (|Tn| = m)]

= Pr (|Tn| = 1)E
[
CMAS

T (|Tn| = 1)
]

+

M∑
m=2

Pr (|Tn| = m)E
[
CMAS

T (|Tn| = m)
]
. (26)

Since that RVs hid are i.i.d. with zero mean and variance σ2
d

in Rayleigh model, for m ∈ {0, . . . ,M}, we have

Pr (|Tn|=m)=

(
M

m

)[
exp

(
−α

σ2
d

)]m[
1−exp

(
−α

σ2
d

)]M−m
(27)

where
(
M
m

)
= M !

(M−m)!m! and

E(
∑
Ai∈Tn

|hid|2) = |Tn|(α+ σ2
d). (28)

The derivation of (28) is given in Appendix B.
Considering the approximation of log2(1 + x) ≈ xlog2e

when x is very small and combining (25), we can further express

Algorithm 2: Optimal ACGT-MAS Iterative Algorithm.

1: Initialization: ε, t = 0, tmax, r =
√
5−1
2 , a0, b0,

α0
1 = b0 − r(b0 − a0) and α0

2 = a0 + r(b0 − a0).
2: Repeat:
3: Calculate (32) with αt

1 and αt
2 respectively to obtain

the corresponding E(CMAS
T,1 ) and E(CMAS

T,2 ).
4: If E(CMAS

T,1 ) ≤ E(CMAS
T,2 ), update a = αt

1, αt+1
1 = αt

2,
and αt+1

2 = at+1 + r(bt+1 − at+1).
5: else update bt+1 = αt

2, αt+1
2 = αt

1, and
αt+1
1 = bt+1 − r(bt+1 − at+1).

6: t = t+ 1.
7: Until: |bt − at| ≤ ε or t ≥ tmax

8: Output: E[CMAS
T (αopt)] and αopt =

(at+bt)
2 .

the data transmission rate at the very low SNR and high Nc

region as

CMAS
d ≈

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
Bcγs

∑
Ai∈Tn

|hid|2log2 e, |Tn| > 1

Bcγs|hsd|2log2 e, |Tn| = 1

0, T = φ.

(29)

Hence, from (28) and (29), we can further obtain

E
[
CMAS

d (|Tn| = 1)
]
= E[Bclog2(1 + γs|hsd|2)]

≈ BcγsE(|hsd|2)log2 e

= Bcγs(α+ σ2
d)log2 e (30)

and

E
[
CMAS

d (|Tn|=m)
]
= E[Bclog2(1+γs

∑
Ai∈Tn

|hid|2)]

≈ BcγsE

(∑
Ai∈Tn

|hid|2
)
log2 e

= Bcγsm(α+ σ2
d)log2 e. (31)

Substituting (27), (30), and (31) into (26), the average ef-
fective throughput can be further expressed as (32), shown at
bottom of the next page.

Hence, the optimization problem can be formulated as

max
α

E(CMAS
T )

s.t. α ≥ 0. (33)

It can be observed from (32) and (33) that the optimization
objective is nonlinear and complex, leading to the challenge
of figuring out the closed-form solution of the channel gain
threshold α. When it is challenging to calculate the derivative,
golden section search is regarded as an efficient algorithm for
finding out the extreme of an objective function with unimodal
[31]. Motivated by this, we proposed a heuristic searching
algorithm named OACGT-MAS iterative algorithm listed in
Algorithm 2 based on the one-dimensional golden section search
method to find the local optimum value by numerical computer
simulations. The simulation results of the average effective
throughput versus the number of iterations are given in Fig. 3
to show the convergence of OACGT-MAS algorithm. It can be
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Fig. 6. Average effective throughput versus the number of quantization bits per
channel Nc of NOCGT-MAS and NOCGT-SAS schemes for different number
of total transmit antennas M with the bandwidth Bc = 100 kHz, the number
of feedback bits per channel Nc = 16, the SNR γs = 10 dB, and the channel
gain σ2

id = 1.

Fig. 7. Average effective throughput versus bandwidth Bc of OICGT-MAS,
OACGT-MAS, NOCGT-MAS, and NOCGT-SAS schemes with the number
of total transmit antennas M = 16, the number of feedback bits per channel
Nc = 24, the SNR γs = −40 dB, and the channel gain σ2

id = 1.

observed from Fig. 3 that, as the number of iterations increases,
the average effective throughput obtained by OACGT-MAS
algorithm gradually converges.

It can be observed from Algorithm 1 that the OICGT-MAS
iterative algorithm aims at maximizing the instantaneous ef-
fective throughput in each single time slot by adjusting the
corresponding optimal transmission subset of the selected an-
tennas according to different instantaneous CSI in different

Fig. 8. Average effective throughput versus the number of total transmit
antennasM of OICGT-MAS, OACGT-MAS, NOCGT-MAS, and NOCGT-SAS
schemes with the bandwidth Bc = 120 MHz, the number of feedback bits per
channel Nc = 24, the SNR γs = −40 dB, and the channel gain σ2

id = 1.

Fig. 9. Average effective throughput versus channel gainσ2
id of OICGT-MAS,

OACGT-MAS, NOCGT-MAS, and NOCGT-SAS schemes with the bandwidth
Bc = 120 MHz, the number of total transmit antennas M = 16, the number of
quantization bits per channel Nc = 24, and the SNR γs = −40 dB.

time slots. By contrast, the OACGT-MAS iterative algorithm
shown in Algorithm 2 provides a specific local optimal threshold
value to maximize the average effective throughput, where only
the statistical CSI is employed. Thus, the average effective
throughput of OICGT-MAS algorithm performs better, as shown
in Figs. 7–9, since that the OICGT-MAS algorithm can realize
more accurate adaptive antenna selection via utilizing the instan-
taneous CSI in different time slots. Nevertheless, the optimal

E(CMAS
T ) = Mexp

(
− α

σ2
d

)[
1− exp

(
− α

σ2
d

)]M {
Bcγs(α+ σ2

d)log2 e−
log2 M + 1

Tc

}

+

M∑
m=2

(
M

m

)[
exp

(
− α

σ2
d

)]m[
1− exp

(
− α

σ2
d

)]M−m{
Bcγsm(α+σ2

d)log2 e−
mNc + log2(2

M − 1−M) + 1

Tc

}
(32)
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interval for different time slots may be different, causing that
neither an unchanged optimal interval nor a general threshold
value can be given in the OICGT-MAS algorithm, while the
OACGT-MAS algorithm can provide a certain threshold with
lower complexity at the cost of the performance of average
effective throughput. Specifically, noting that Algorithm 1 is
performed in a single time slot, we need to calculate M times
to obtain different effective throughput values by selecting all
the antennas with channel gain not less than the zth largest
channel gain, z = 1, . . . ,M , compare theM values to select the
largest one, and repeat K times to compute the average value
of effective throughput for K time slots. However, considering
that the results of Algorithm 2 are the same in different time
slots because the average effective throughput from (32) does not
under the effect of instantaneous CSI, we only need N iterations
where the average effective throughput needs to be calculated
twice for comparison in every iteration. Hence, Algorithm 1
needs to calculate the effective throughput a total of MK times,
while Algorithm 2 only needs to calculate 2N times. Due to
the fact that K needs to be set as a very big value to make sure
the Monte–Carlo simulation result is sufficiently reliable, the
number of iterations required for convergence N is much less
than K. Meanwhile, M ≥ 2. Thus, the OICGT-MAS scheme
achieves higher performance at the cost of complexity.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present numerical simulations to show the
effective throughput of OICGT-MAS, OACGT-MAS, NOCGT-
MAS, and NOCGT-SAS schemes. Besides, the analysis for
simulation results is also shown in this section. In our simulation,
unless otherwise stated, we consider the RVs hid are i.i.d. with
zero mean and variance σ2

id = 1, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . . . . ,M},
and we set Tc = 1 ms as the coherence time and M = 16 as the
number of total transmit antennas at source.

Fig. 4 illustrates the average effective throughput versus the
channel gain threshold α of NOCGT-MAS and NOCGT-SAS
schemes with different number of total transmit antennas M . It
can be seen from Fig. 4 that with the improvement of threshold
α, the average effective throughput of NOCGT-MAS scheme
increases initially, then decreases, showing the existence of
an optimal threshold, which is consistent with our analysis
in Section IV. However, the average effective throughput of
NOCGT-SAS scheme fades slowly at first and then reduces fast,
as the threshold increasing. This is because that the probability
of |hsd|2 > α goes to 1 with sufficiently low α, and then grad-
ually decreases as α continued increasing. Besides, when α is
sufficiently high (α > 3 in Fig. 4), the curves of average effective
throughput for both schemes gradually coincide with each other,
which indicates that the favorable effect of α on NOCGT-MAS
scheme is negligible with sufficiently large channel gain thresh-
old and the probability of outage event Pr(|Tn| = 0) grows.
With α continued increasing, the effective throughput gradually
converges to 0, showing that the probability of outage event tends
to 1.

It can also be observed from Fig. 4 that the NOCGT-MAS
scheme always performs better than the NOCGT-SAS scheme,
except for the situation that α is sufficiently low, showing the
superiority of our proposed NOCGT-MAS scheme. The inferior
position of NOCGT-MAS scheme is because that the feedback
rate of NOCGT-MAS scheme is much higher when α is very
small. Moreover, as M increases from 8 to 16, the average

effective throughput increases at the same time, demonstrating
the positive effect of M .

Fig. 5 depicts the average effective throughput versus SNR
γs of NOCGT-MAS and NOCGT-SAS schemes for different
channel gain threshold α. In Fig. 5, with the development of γs,
the average effective throughput curves of both NOCGT-MAS
and NOCGT-SAS schemes all improve, showing the positive
effect of γs. Meanwhile, when γs is within the normal range,
the performance of NOCGT-MAS scheme is better than that
of NOCGT-SAS scheme. It should be pointed out that, when
|Tn| = 1, no performance floor occurs since that no interference
exists as shown in (12) and (20). However, when |Tn| > 1, the
average effective throughput with high SNR will converge to the
floor due to the existence of the interference caused by channel
quantization, as shown in (20) and (21). Accordingly, it can
be observed from Fig. 5 that the performance of NOCGT-SAS
scheme increases as γs increases, while the growth rates of the
curves for NOCGT-MAS scheme decrease with SNR increas-
ing to a high level. Besides, the performance of NOCGT-SAS
scheme with α = 1 is higher than that with α = 2, and the
performance of NOCGT-MAS scheme withα = 1 also achieves
a higher performance when γs is within the normal range, which
are consistent with the simulation results from Fig. 4.

It also can be observed from Fig. 5 that, in the high-SNR re-
gion, the average effective throughput of NOCGT-MAS scheme
with α = 1 converges to a floor at last while that of NOCGT-
MAS scheme withα = 2 continues to increase at a lower growth
rate. This is because that the probability of |Tn| > 1 is almost one
with α = 1, where the performance floor occurs. However, the
probability of |Tn| > 1 decreases and the effective throughput
of the case |Tn| = 1 continued increasing with a much higher
value as γs increases when α = 2, making the average effective
throughput value dominated by the case |Tn| = 1. Accordingly,
whenγs increases to a high region, the average effective through-
put of NOCGT-SAS scheme will outperform that of NOCGT-
MAS scheme, and the performance of NOCGT-MAS withα = 2
is better.

Fig. 6 illustrates the average effective throughput versus the
number of quantization bits per channel Nc of NOCGT-MAS
and NOCGT-SAS schemes for different number of total transmit
antennas M , where we set α = 2. It needs to be pointed out that,
with M = 16, the optimal value of α is near 1 and the favorable
effect of α on NOCGT-MAS scheme is negligible when α > 3
as shown in Fig. 4. Thus, we set α = 2 to analyze the differ-
ences between NOCGT-MAS scheme and NOCT-SAS scheme
in Fig. 6. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that, with the improvement of
Nc, the average effective throughput of NOCGT-SAS remains
unchanged, since that the quantization is not employed. Fig. 6
also plots that, as Nc rising up, the average effective throughput
of NOCGT-MAS scheme rapidly increases first and then de-
creases gradually. This is because that the enhancement of data
transmission rate when |Tn| > 1, which is caused by the im-
provement of quantization accuracy, is at the cost of the increase
of feedback overhead. To be specific, whenNc increases initially
from 0, the increases of data transmission rate affected by the
obviously reduce of quantization error is significantly higher
than that of the feedback rate, which accounts for the initial
improvement of the effective throughput. While Nc continued
increasing to a certain range, the improvement of quantization
accuracy is negligible, which makes the data transmission rate
reach limitation as feedback rate significantly increases, further
causing the decrease.
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It also can be observed from Fig. 6 that, with the growth ofNc,
the effective throughput of the NOCGT-MAS scheme gradually
changes from lower to higher than that of NOCGT-SAS scheme.
Noting that the improvement of quantization accuracy has more
positive effect on the data transmission rate than feedback rate
as Nc increases, the data transmission rate achieves a higher im-
provement, which causes the enhancement of average effective
throughput of NOCGT-MAS scheme. Moreover, there exists an
optimal Nc for NOCGT-MAS scheme, showing an optimization
problem for our future research.

Fig. 7 plots the average effective throughput versus band-
width Bc of OICGT-MAS, OACGT-MAS, NOCGT-MAS, and
NOCGT-SAS schemes, where we set α = 2 for two nonopti-
mized schemes. As shown in Fig. 7, all these four schemes
achieve an increased average effective throughput as Bc in-
creases, showing the positive effect of Bc. Meanwhile, the
effective throughput performance of NOCGT-MAS scheme has
changed from worse to better than that of NOCGT-SAS scheme
as Bc increases. The reason behind the worse performance is
that the negative impact of feedback overhead is greater for
NOCGT-MAS. As Bc increases, the advantage of the data
transmission rate gradually changes from lower to higher than
the disadvantage of the feedback rate of NOCGT-MAS scheme
over NOCGT-SAS scheme. To the end, when Bc improves to a
certain range, the average effective throughput of NOCGT-MAS
scheme gradually surpasses that of NOCGT-SAS scheme, and
the advantage expands as Bc continued increasing. Besides,
there exists negative values of both NOCGT-MAS and NOCGT-
SAS schemes, since that the feedback rate is larger than data
transmission rate when Bc is not big enough.

It also can be observed from Fig. 7 that, with the growth of
Bc, the advantage of OACGT-MAS scheme over NOCGT-MAS
scheme with α = 2 decreases first and then increases, which
demonstrates that the local optimal channel gain threshold value
gradually approaches to 2 and then moves away. We can also
observe from Fig. 7 that the OICGT-MAS performs better
than OACGT-MAS in terms of average effective throughput.
Furthermore, when Bc is sufficiently large, the advantage of
OICGT-MAS is very small, which means that the OACGT-MAS
can achieve a close average effective throughput performance to
the OICGT-MAS while providing a general average-threshold
value and less computation.

Fig. 8 shows the average effective throughput versus the
number of total transmit antennas M of OICGT-MAS, OACGT-
MAS, NOCGT-MAS, and NOCGT-SAS schemes, where we set
α = 2 for two nonoptimized schemes. As shown in Fig. 8, with
the improvement ofM , the four schemes all achieve an increased
average effective throughput, showing the positive effect of
M . However, the growth of the average effective throughput
of NOCGT-SAS scheme gradually slows down while that of
other three schemes continued increasing fast. This is because
that the possible maximal number of active antennas is only 1,
making the improvement of the average effective throughput
of NOCGT-SAS scheme limited. Besides, the performance of
NOCGT-MAS scheme changes from worse to better than that
of NOCGT-SAS scheme with α = 2. The reason for the worse
performance of NOCGT-MAS scheme is that, compared with
NOCGT-SAS scheme where only one optimal antenna can be
selected for transmission, the negative impact of the feedback
rate is much higher than the increase of data transmission rate as
the number of selected antennas increases for NOCGT-MAS
scheme when M is small. As M continued increases, the

improvement of the data transmission rate is much higher than
that of feedback rate of NOCGT-MAS scheme, causing its
effective throughput gradually become higher.

Fig. 8 also demonstrates that, as the number of total transmit
antennas M increases, the advantage of OACGT-MAS scheme
over the NOCGT-MAS scheme in terms of average effective
throughput decreases first and then increases, indicating that
the local optimal threshold value is gradually close to and then
away from 2. Meanwhile, the average effective throughput of
OICGT-MAS scheme performs better than that of OACGT-MAS
scheme, further demonstrating that the OICGT-MAS scheme
can achieve higher performance. Besides, it can be observed
from Fig. 8 that, as M increases, the gap between the aver-
age effective throughput of OICGT-MAS scheme and that of
OACGT-MAS scheme gradually decreases, indicating that when
M is sufficiently large, OACGT-MAS scheme can achieve the
similar performance to OICGT-MAS scheme.

Fig. 9 depicts the average effective throughput versus channel
gain σ2

id of OICGT-MAS, OACGT-MAS, NOCGT-MAS, and
NOCGT-SAS schemes, where we set α = 2 for two nonopti-
mized schemes. One can be seen from Fig. 9 that, with the
channel fading variance σ2

id increasing, the average effective
throughput improves, reflecting the positive effect of σ2

id on
the average effective throughput. One can also be seen from
Fig. 9 that, as σ2

id increases to a certain range, NOCGT-MAS
scheme performs better than NOCGT-SAS scheme and the more
advantage can be achieved in terms of the average effective
throughput, since that the improvement of σ2

id leads to higher
instantaneous channel gain, showing more favorable influence
of σ2

id on NOCGT-MAS scheme. However, when σ2
id is in a

small region, the performance of NOCGT-SAS scheme is better
than that of NOCGT-MAS scheme. This is because that the
advantage of data transmission rate of NOCGT-MAS scheme
over NOCGT-SAS scheme is lower than the disadvantage of
feedback rate when σ2

id is in small region, making the effective
throughput performance worse.

It also can be observed from Fig. 9 that, as σ2
id increases, the

advantage of OACGT-MAS scheme over NOCGT-MAS scheme
decreases first and then increases. This demonstrates that the
local optimal threshold value comes closer and then goes away
from 2. Besides, the OICGT-MAS scheme performs better than
OACGT-MAS scheme, and the advantage of the average ef-
fective throughput of OICGT-MAS scheme over OACGT-MAS
scheme decreases to negligible with the improvement of σ2

id,
further showing the substitutability of OACGT-MAS.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we considered a downlink wireless commu-
nication system with a multiantenna base station in face of
limited feedback. We proposed the NOCGT-MAS scheme to
choose those antennas with relatively good channel quality,
while the remaining transmit antennas failing to meet a given
channel quality requirement are inactivated. The conventional
NOCGT-SAS scheme was considered as baseline, where only
the single transmit antenna with the highest channel gain ex-
ceeding a predefined threshold is employed for transmitting
signals. We provided the analysis of effective throughput de-
fined as the difference between the data transmission rate and
feedback rate for both nonoptimized schemes. We found that an
optimal threshold exists to maximize the effective throughput
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of NOCGT-MAS scheme. To this end, we proposed OICGT-
MAS algorithm to maximize instantaneous effective through-
put. Besides, we provided the derivation of the closed-form
expression of an average effective throughput for the CGT-MAS
and proposed the OACGT-MAS algorithm to maximize the
average effective throughput. Numerical results showed that the
proposed NOCGT-MAS performs better than the NOCGT-SAS
in terms of the effective throughput. It was also shown from the
simulation results that the existence of the optimal threshold
is consistent with our analysis. Moreover, the OICGT-MAS
achieves a higher effective throughput than OACGT-MAS at
the cost of computational complexity.

APPENDIX A
DERIVATIONS OF (2), (4), AND (5)

As mentioned in our previous work [1], the probability that
either the real part Re(hid) or the imaginary part Im(hid)
denoted by hx falls below the lth quantization level dl in the
EPQ is Pr(hx < dl) =

l
Nq

, l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Nq}. Meanwhile, it
is assumed that RV hx follows the Gaussian distribution with
zero mean and variance σ2

id/2, we can obtain

Pr(hx < dl) =

∫ dl

−∞

1√
πσid

exp

(
− x2

σ2
id

)
dx

= 1−Q

(√
2

σid
dl

)
. (A.1)

Thus, we have l
Nq

= 1−Q(
√
2

σid
dl), from which (2) is con-

cluded.
When hx falls between dl−1 and dl, we can yield Pr(hx <

ql) =
1
2 (

l−1
Nq

− l
Nq

) = 2l−1
2Nq

, where ql is the corresponding quan-

tized value, l ∈ {1, . . . , Nq}. Meanwhile, we have

Pr(hx < ql) =

∫ ql

−∞

1√
πσid

exp

(
− x2

σ2
id

)
dx

= 1−Q

(√
2

σid
ql

)
. (A.2)

Hence, we obtain 2l−1
2Nq

= 1−Q(
√
2

σid
ql), from which (4) is

concluded.
Letting Xi denote hx, x ∈ (−∞,∞), and denoting the quan-

tized value of Xi by q(Xi), the channel quantization error
variance of Xi is given by

σ2
Xi

= E
(
|Xi − q(Xi)|2

)

=

Nq∑
l=1

∫ dl

dl−1

(x− ql)
2

√
πσid

exp

(
− x2

σ2
id

)
dx (A.3)

which is further expressed as σ2
Xi

= 2
∑Nq

l=1 Φl, where

Φl =

∫ dl

dl−1

(x− ql)
2

√
πσid

exp

(
− x2

σ2
id

)
dx (A.4)

from which (5) is concluded.

APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF (28)

Denoting Yi = |hid|2, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M , since that the RVs
|hid|2 follow the exponential distribution and are i.i.d. with mean
σ2
d, the probability density function of Yi is given by

fYi
(y) =

⎧⎨
⎩

1
σ2
d
e
− y

σ2
d , y > 0

0, y ≤ 0.
(B.1)

Combining the antenna selection criterion given in (6), we
obtain the expectation of Yj , Aj ∈ Tn as

E(Yj) = E(Yj |Yj > α)

=

∫∞
α yfYj

(y)dx∫∞
α fYj

(y)dy

= α+ σ2
d. (B.2)

Denoting Z =
∑

Aj∈Tn |hjd|2, we have

E(Z) = E(
∑

Aj∈Tn

Yj |Yj > α,∀Aj ∈ Tn)

=
∑

Aj∈Tn

E(Yj |Yj > α). (B.3)

Substituting (B.2) into (B.3), we conclude

E

( ∑
Ai∈Tn

|hid|2
)

= |Tn|(α+ σ2
d). (B.4)
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